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Who are we? 
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Research & 
innovation 
Pushing the frontier 

Community 
of practice 

Market 
development 
Accelerating progress 

Capacity 
building 

Putting insights into 
practice 

Enable insurance 
sector, 

governments and 
their partners to 

realize the 
potential of  

insurance to… 

…reduce household vulnerability 

…promote stronger enterprises 

…achieve public policy objectives (UHC, 
food security, climate change) 

…through 
building quality 

risk-
management 
solutions at 
greater scale 

Leaders in consumer-
centric solutions 

Driven by evidence and 
experience-based learning 

Partnership catalyst 



Value (from the client’s 
perspective) 

The	  benefits	  
provided	  by	  your	  

product(s) 

The	  cost	  of	  
receiving	  your	  
product(s) 

The	  benefits	  provided	  
by	  the	  compe88on’s	  

product(s) 

The	  cost	  of	  receiving	  
the	  compe88on’s	  

product(s) 

> 



Risks impact at household level 
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Low  stress  responses
• Modify  consump5on
•  Improve  family  budge5ng
• Call  in  debts
• Draw  on  formal  or  informal  insurance

Medium  stress  responses
• Use  savings
• Sell  non-‐produc5ve  assets
• Pawn  valuables
• Borrow
• Diversify  income  sources
• Get  help  from  friends/rela5ves

High  stress  responses
• Sell  produc5ve  assets
• Default  on  loans
• Migrate
• Take  children  out  of  school  to  work

Immediate  
Impact

Income  loss  
asset  loss,  

need  for  lump  
sum  of  cash

 ! Loss  of  produc5ve  
capacity

Secondary  Impact

K
Temporary,  
limited  changes

Depleted  reserves,  
indebtednessL

Cohen  et  al  (2003),  Dercon  (2004)

Risk  preven5on

Savings,  low  
investment,  
low-‐risk  
economic  
ac5vi5es



behaviours

Risk  Event

costs financing



Technical guide available at 
our website 

Think holistically about how to improve value 
PACE framework: embracing many dimensions of  

value 
1. Product 

1.  Coverage,  service  quality,  
exclusions,  wai5ng  periods

2.  Sum  insured  to  cost  of  risk
3.  Eligibility  criteria
4.  Value-‐added  services

simple

affordable

appropriate

2. Access 
1.  Choice  and  enrollment
2.  I n f o r m a 5 o n    &  

understanding
3.  P rem ium   payment  

method
4.  Proximity

3. Cost 
1.  Premium  to  benefit
2.  Premium  to  client  income
3.  Other  fees  &  costs
4.  Cost  structure  and  controls

4. Experience 
1.  Claims  procedures
2.  Claims  processing  5me  

&  quality  of  service
3.  Policy  administra5on  &  

tangibility
4.  Customer  care

accessibleresponsive
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KPIs 

PACE 

Client 
Satisfaction 
Study 

Market 
Study 

Impact 
Study MILK 

Client 
Math 

IMPROVING 

Client value assessment tools 

PROVING 
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PACE as a business tool that helps to 
gradually improve the value proposition 

PACE 
Translates 

insights into 
design 

PACE 
Prioritizes 

improvement
s 

 
 

Client value 
proposition 

 
Enhanced 

client value 
proposition 

Market 
research 

KPIs 

Satisfaction 
& loyalty 
studies 



BAD  INDEX.  The  index  on  which  the  product  is  based  is  so  
poorly   correlated   with   farmers’   losses   that   it’s   akin   to  
buying  a  (very  expensive)  lo^ery  5cket.

WRONG   CROP.   Insurance   covers   a   consump5on   crop,  
while   farmers   grow   cash   crops   that   are   risker,   more  
profitable,   and   rely   on   inputs   that   are   financed   with   a  
large  bullet  loan.

CLIENT  PROTECTION  GAP.  Clients  buy  insurance  but  some  
don’t   understand   or   remember   that   they   have   coverage  
and  do  not  know  when  or  how  to  claim.

How might an index insurance 
product ‘go wrong’? 
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PACE v2.0 for index insurance 
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PRODUCT ACCESS COST EXPERIENCE PACE tool (~60 separate criteria) 

Narrowed to include indicators most 
relevant to index insurance 

Added “safe minimum standard” concept to 
address contract value in the face of basis risk 

Simplified scoring and created 
objective measures 

Added nuance around some particularly 
important client protection indicators  

Added elements of direct client (end 
user) feedback 

Value Assessment Tool 
4 dimensions: 
14 indicators 
1 of 4 possible scores: FAIL / POOR / AVERAGE / STRONG 

PRODUCT ACCESS COST EXPERIENCE 



Applicability of  the tool 
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Assessment
  Product  design  phase  or  a`er  launch
  Inform   funders’   decisions   of   whether   to  
support  a  product
  Inform   providers’   decisions   of   whether   to  
discon5nue,  maintain,  or  adapt  a  product  
  Compare   the   value   proposi5on   of   different  
products

Trouble-‐shoo5ng  and  improving  value  
  Iden5fy  changes  needed  to  improve  value

Monitoring  
  Track  improvements  over  5me
  Detect  concerns  that  may  arise

Potential Audiences 
 

Insurers  
Reinsurers 

Delivery channels 
Governments 

Funders 
Certifying entity? 



  4 dimensions and 14 indicators of value: 

Revised scorecard 
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Sources  of  data
  Administra5ve  data
‒  Historical  index  performance  
‒  Historical  crop  yield

  Client  interviews,  focus  group  discussions,  or  other  input  on  
“good”  and  “bad”  years  in  the  region
‒  Historical   crop   outcomes   to   supplement   gaps   in   administra5ve  
data

Measurement  outputs


Indicator example: coverage 
meets a ‘safe minimum’ 
standard 
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PASS Product price < Reservation price 

FAIL Otherwise 

PRODUCT 



Indicator example: Product covers 
appropriate risks 
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  Insurance  is  most  appropriate  for  risky,  highly  profitable  
crops  that  are  important  to  clients’  income  streams
  Index   insurance   covering   maize   in   Burkina   Faso   fared  
poorly   against   other   crops   that   might   have   been  
covered.  

PRODUCT 



Staff   training   and   sales   tools   can   support   client  
understanding
  In  Colombia,  a  video  and  sales  protocol  support   loan  
officers  in  explaining  a  new  crop  insurance  product

  Anecdotal   evidence   that   ini5al   client   understanding  
was   quite   good,   especially   of   details   covered   in   the  
video

Indicator example: Clients are 
adequately informed of  product 
details  
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ACCESS 

Indicator:  
0  (less  than  90%  of  clients  are  aware  that  they  have  coverage  or  
of  the  crop(s)  covered)
1  (at  least  90%  of  clients  aware  they  have  coverage  and  of  the  
crops  covered)
2  (at  least  90%  of  clients  aware  they  have  coverage  and  of  the  
crops  covered,  events  triggering  a  payout,  approximate  benefit  
amount  and  premium  paid)

  …but  understanding  does  not  always  translate  to  recall.  In  phone  surveys,
‒  5%  did  not  remember  purchasing  insurance
‒  59%  were  incorrect  about  or  did  not  remember  covered  events
‒  97%  were  incorrect  about  or  did  not  remember  the  benefit  amount



Indicator example: Staff  are adequately 
trained, incentivized, and supervised to 
inform clients and sell responsibly 
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“I knew it was voluntary, but my loan 
officer said I had to buy it to get the 

loan… It would be best if, when we said 
no, they would just accept the ‘no.’” 

 
-Microfinance borrower who felt 

pressured to purchase insurance 

“[My loan officer] explained all the 
benefits, but I decided I don’t want 

it.  He said ‘OK, that’s fine.’” 
 

-Borrower who understood that it 
was a truly voluntary choice 

“voluntary” sales with pressure………………….…… to truly free choice  

ACCESS 

Indicator:
0  (limited  staff  training  on  insurance  product  and  limited  sales  
protocol/oversight  OR  staff  incen5ves/evalua5on  clearly  
opposed  to  responsible  sales)
2  (good  training  and  supervision  of  staff  and  staff  generally  
follow  protocols  AND  incen5ves/evalua5on  structured  to  
support  responsible  sales)
1  (otherwise)



Sources  of  data
  Product  documenta5on

‒  Policy,  cer5ficate  of  coverage,  or  other  documenta5on  given  to  clients  
  Client  interviews:  

‒  Clients'   percep5ons   of   the   documenta5on   and   ability   understand   it   when  
shown  to  them  

Measurement  outputs






Indicator example: Clients 
receive evidence of  coverage 
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0 Clients get no documentation of coverage 

1 Clients get some evidence of coverage, in paper or electronic form 

2 Clients get documentation that summarizes the main elements of 
coverage using appropriate language and level of detail AND at least 
60%  of those interviewed can read and understand it 

  Documenta5on  of  coverage  can
‒  Remind  clients  of  what  they  have
‒  Direct   them   to   a   resource   for   help   or  more  

informa5on
‒  Act  as  a  tool  to  help  enforce  rights

  Need  not  (and  usually  shouldn’t)  be  a  full  
policy  document

EXPERIENCE 
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2 levels of  analysis, 4 possible 
scores 

Level 1 Level 2 
Individually essential to product value 
without any one of these, the product 
cannot be considered to offer value  

Extremely important to product value, 
but a product might still be valuable if 

it is poor or absent 
 

Pass/Fail 
 

Poor, Average, or Strong  (0,1,2) 

Level 1 Score: PASS

Level 2 Score: 1.2

Overall Assessment: AVERAGE

(pass all Level 1 indicators to pass) 

(simple average of all Level 2 scores) 

(of possibilities Fail / Poor / Average / 
Strong) 
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Tool architecture 

Additional sheets provide 
guidance on data collection and 

interpretation 

Filter for 
product 
stage 

Scoring based on defined 
measurement outputs 

Scores selected on this 
page generate an overall 

result 

Level 1 Score: PASS

Level 2 Score: 1.2

Overall Assessment: AVERAGE



Thank you! 

Contact  us:  matul@ilo.org  

With	  generous	  support	  from:	  


